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Special Edition

In less than one week, we
were able to compile informative
writings and opinions about the
civil unrest that has been taking
place over the past two weeks.
In addition to covering the mass
political movement in Wisconsin
concerning Scott Walker’s proposed bill, we also discuss the
possible parallels between our state
and Egypt, and the latent Jasmine
Revolution in China.
The Sword and Shield
hopes you enjoy this very special
March edition and wants to thank
the many students who have been
actively engaged in the recent
events.
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What’s going on?
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Memorial students making
a difference in Wisconsin!

Photo essay by
Connor Bruesewitz

Alan Farnsworth, Lindsay Schultz,
Monica Trevino, Ida Sobotik

Jenna Youngwood and Meredith Paker

Memorial and West students waiting at West High School to walk

Jenna Youngwood knows what’s
going on

Memorial, West, and Middleton
students making their way down to
the capitol

Mr. Frontier walking with the
students

Maddie Crawford and Azze Ngo marching together

THE WORD ON
THE STREET

Students walking up State Street

Mr. Olson speaks for the teachers
at the rally

When asked, “What are your concerns about this bill?” Here’s what
a few students said:
“It’s not right.”
“It’s not constitutional.”
“Well, a lot of people are against it,
so they should talk it over and not
bulldoze through the process of passing this bill.”

(right) Megan Ahnen, Hannah Feinstein, Meredith Paker, Erika Shephard
and Colleen Moser

(above) The long march to the capitol from West High. (below) Ms. Yahr,
Ms. Glaaser, Mr. Spence and Mr. O marching

Teague Walsh-Felz and Ronald
Mann planning to overthrow the
state government

“We know we need to do something
about this budget crisis but why take
away more from the people who
already are underpaid.”
“Yes, we agree everyone needs to
make some sacrifices, but taking
away our right to discuss and negotiate is unconstitutional.”
“Some worries are if the unions fall,
labor rights will fall creating a true
sweatshop America… great for the
business and corporation owners, but
horrible for the middle class.”
“It’s unfair especially to the teachers.”

-Stefan Schiltz
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Timeline of Events

January 2011

The Fiscal Bureau reported that Wisconsin had a $121.4 million surplus
through the end of the fiscal year.
Governor Walker gives his state of the state address.
Walker introduces a budget repair bill requiring greater contributions
from government workers and stripping public sector unions to
collectively bargain in order to close a $3.6 billion deficit in 2013.
After a weekend that saw the beginnings of protests, two University of
Wisconsin campuses begin protesting inside the state capitol in Madison.
Union leaders hold a press conference to denounce the governor's
proposal.
Demonstrations continue with 13,000 protesters inside the capitol demanding to speak in an open forum. Citizens are given the opportunity to speak
in turns until 3 a.m. the next morning when Republican state senators left
the building. Hundreds stay overnight in the capitol.
Wisconsin's Joint Finance Committee sends the bill to the state Assembly
and Senate after passing the budget repair bill 12-4. Schools close in
Madison after an estimated 1,000 teachers call in sick to protest and the
teacher’s union calls on its 98,000 members to attend rallies.

Republicans in the Senate return and call for the missing Democrats. Wisconsin state police begin searching for Mark Miller, The Senate’s Democratic minority leader. Madison schools are closed for a third day. Milwaukee schools are also closed. Reverend Jesse Jackson makes a surprise
appearance and along with AFL-SIO President, Richard Trumka, they bring
this conflict to a national stage. The governor shows no sign of backing
down.
Madison sees nearly 70,000 protesters as the Tea Party organize buses of
pro-Walker activists from the state to go to Madison to show support for the
governor’s proposal.
Madison teachers voted 741 to 731 to go back to school on Monday but the
vote to return on Tuesday passes later by a wider margin. Protestors
continue to stay in the capitol.
Madison schools are closed for a fourth day even after Wisconsin Education
Association told teachers to return to work Monday. Other unions continue
to come to the capitol to protest. Democrat Senators say they will wait
outside the state denying a quorum for a vote until Republicans agree to
remove collective bargaining restrictions from the bill.
Strong protests continue even with Madison teachers back in school.
The Wisconsin State Assembly is expected to take up the controversial bill
with debate stretching on for days as Democrats introduce several amendments. Rallies continue, not only in Madison but in Pennsylvania, Nevada,
Vermont, Rhode Island, Minnesota, Ohio and Iowa, all in support of unions.
Blogger and prank caller, Ian Muphy, pretended to be billionaire David
Koch and was able to have a chat with governor about his strategy to
cripple unions. The call confirms widespread suspicions that the Koch
brothers are pulling strings in the Wisconsin battle.
State troopers try to find at least one of the “Fab 14” Senate Democrats who
have been in hiding. Meanwhile, protests continue while the state Assembly
appears close to voting on the bill after 43 hours of debate. Protestors
continue vigilantly with a strong presence in the capitol 24 hours a day.
Republicans in the state Assembly take the first significant action on their
plan to strip collective bargaining rights from most public workers, abruptly
passing the measure early in the morning. Only 13 of the 38 Democrats
managed to vote in time.

What the bill would do—in addition
to eliminating collective bargaining
You have probably heard of the collective bargaining aspect of
the budget repair bill but there are clauses that have immense impacts
that you may have not heard about.
The Bill….
• Allows the State to take out an additional 200 million in loans, putting
the State further in debt Page 30, Section 63
This clause essentially allows Scott Walker to give more corporate tax
breaks and thus, “create jobs.” However, it also loads $200 million onto
our state debt of $20.9 Billion.
• Cuts off all State aid to municipalities. Page 135 – 136 Section 9211,
Page 58, Section 148
The ramifications of this part of the bill are obvious: municipalities will
have to axe their own spending or raise their taxes, both of which hurt the
economies of municipalities.
• Cuts off all State aid to Public K- 12 Schools. “About 900 million
dollars total” Page 135 – 136 Section 9211, page 58 Section 148
Wisconsin spends approximately 10.1 Billion on education each year
(US government spending.com); this bill decreases funding for education
by approximately 9% and will cause the firing of teachers, a decrease in
funds for special projects and salary cuts.
• Cuts off all State aid to University of Wisconsin Schools. “This will
cause the tuition at UW to go up 26% over the next two years” Page 135
– 136 Section 9211
The tuition for a Wisconsin resident who attends UW-Madison is
$8,987 and for a non-resident, $24,237 (UW-Madison). This bill will
increase tuition to $11,323 for Wisconsin residents and $30,528 for nonWisconsin residents.
• The state will lose 46 million in Federal Grants to Public Transit. “The
federal government requires that public transit workers have collective
bargaining.” Page 63 – 109 Sections 163- 314
Wages for transit workers will decrease immensely as the state will cut
back to refinance while the federal government requires public transport
workers to have collective bargaining in order to give aid. Large numbers
of senior workers earn high salaries due to overtime work and senior
status; this section will reduce their salaries greatly. However, new
workers will be hurt most as they lack seniority and because public
transit usually cuts younger workers in times of recession.
• In 2013 the State will no longer pay anything towards State Employee’s
Medical and Pension Fund, State Employees will be required to pay the
entire cost of Medical and Pension. “Roughly about $1500 per month for
each State Employee” Page 58 Section 62.623.
To be honest, this is probably the most important effect of the bill. Since
approximately 600,000 public workers work in Wisconsin, this section
will cut approximately $900 million a year from State employees’
incomes. State workers’ plans of retirement will be completely altered
and workers will struggle to find necessary money as the state saves $900
million a year after 2013.
What happens to the budget?
If you add everything up, the state budget receives $300-400 million per
year, which may create a temporary surplus and may pay off the debt in
the short term. After 2013, the state will save $1.25-1.3 billion per year.
The state will then save several billion dollars by 2016 or 2017. This
enormous excess of money can pay off the state’s debt, but only on the
backs of municipalities and public workers.
-Abhilash Sandireddy

(above) Chaz McGee (below) Mr.
Herman captures the student march
meeting up with JMM teachers. To
Watch go to http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=-vUTiVQQN7w

(above) A student marching home
after a long day (below and right)
Inside the capitol...

More photos by Connor Bruesewitz
(right) Jenna Youngwood yelling her heart
out!

Source: Matthew Kiskunas, Facebook Page: “No wonder Lord Walker is trying to push
this through so quickly, here are the parts that we’re not hearing about”
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What’s Disgusting?

“The labor movement was the principal force that transformed
misery and despair into hope and progress.” That was Martin Luther
King Jr. in a 1956 speech advocating the rights of workers and their
unions. Labor unions have been essential for the people of the United
States since the turn of the 20th century. In the past couple of weeks,
Governor Scott Walker has uncompromisingly pushed legislation that
would “strip most public employees of their collective bargaining rights
and force them to pay more for their health care and retirement benefits”
(Associated Press). “We want to undermine your rights and then prevent
you from ever getting them back,” would have sufficed.
Walker justifies this attack on workers in the public sector by
asserting that these actions would help fix the deficit Wisconsin faces.
The deficit may have something to do with the “$67 million in corporate
tax cuts” (Wisconsin State Journal, 1-27-2011) that Walker made earlier
this year. This justification was somewhat discredited in a February 22nd
prank call made by reporters from a liberal online newspaper stationed
in Buffalo, New York. During the prank call, the reporter pretended to be
one of the Koch Brothers, billionaires who helped to fund the campaigns
of many republican politicians in the November 2010 midterms,
including Walker’s. In this 20-minute phone call, Walker revealed that
his agenda has less to do with the deficit and more to do with repressing
unions’ rights. Other interesting pieces of information disclosed were that
Walker discussed planting “trouble-makers” in the otherwise peaceful
protests, and that he had been formulating a plot to lure the Democratic
senators back to the state, forming the quorum needed so that the
Republicans could force a vote. Democratic Senator Jon Erpenbach made
a statement saying that the senators will not return until Walker is willing
to negotiate over the language concerning collective bargaining in the bill
that “has absolutely nothing to do with balancing the budget.”

The Republican
Position

The Republican position on Governor Scott Walker’s bill, while
not my own, is basically two-sided. First, they feel the state budget
should balance and that the best place to trim the fat is with public
employees. Secondly, they believe that unions keep wages too high and
that public employees should suffer as much as private sector employees.
Republicans believe that solving the budget crisis is why the
taxpayers voted them into office. They believe that restoring fiscal
sanity to our government is their first priority. They also believe
that the government has become too large and that taxpayers are
paying too large of a bill. In fact, low taxes have been a Republican
platform for many years. Republicans want to cut money from public
employees because they believe this will have the smallest impact on
the government services upon which people rely. In other words, it is
better to cut individual wages than it is to cut the services themselves.
Governor Walker has stated that his alternatives to the budget repair bill
are removing thousands of children from Badgercare or outright firing
thousands of public employees. In addition, unions are seen as a force
which prevents the free labor market from returning to equilibrium
during recession because of their collective bargaining power and longterm contracts. This is a similar argument to the one some economists
proposed during the Great Depression.
On the campaign trail, Walker noted that public employees
should no longer be the ‘haves’ in a state with many ‘have-nots’. The
Republican Party became very successful in 2010 by riding on popular
anger over the recession and its effects on workers, especially those
in the private sector, and Governor Walker believes he is fulfilling his
campaign pledge by making the public employees “have-nots”. He
argues that during poor economic times everyone should have to pay,
even with their collective bargaining rights, which in the Republic
opinion are a mechanism which keep wages artificially high. The
Republicans have so far played hardball with the Democrats and the
people of Wisconsin. They may be able to continue this or some of their
members may split with the party line and vote with the Democrats. It
would only take three Republican senators to kill the bill; at this point I
can’t really tell what the outcome will be.
-Michael Reilly

Employment in the public sector will surely suffer as a result
of this legislation. Professors and students attending UW-Madison, one
of the most well-recognized universities in the country, worry about
the future of the institution due to this bill. The “budget repair bill”
practically ensures job loss, the last thing that the country needs. Why?
Jobs for those with higher education, such as state employees, are
predicted to rise dramatically over the next few years according to the
Bureau of Labor Statistics (Time Magazine, 1-17-11). The decreased
benefits, along with the absence of collective bargaining rights, will
discourage these educated job seekers from joining the public-sector
workforce in Wisconsin. A recent study carried out by professors at
the department of economics at UW-Milwaukee found that if levels of
education are taken into account, public workers are under-compensated
in their salaries and benefit packages relative to their counterparts in the
private sector. These men and women are our teachers, our nurses, our
firefighters; public servants that believe the intrinsic values of the careers
they have chosen outweigh monetary wealth. They should be among the
(left) Joe Clark, Brady Pierick, Assemblyman Fred Clark (right) Memolast people to suffer cuts, and yet Governor Walker insults them by giving rial’s Tri Tran, Luke Gangler in a crowd of red.
tax breaks to corporations in order to increase their already excessive
wealth. Walker’s ultimate goal is to crush the power of labor unions,
traditional allies of the Democratic Party. Doing so would parallel the
agendas of many other Republican politicians and increase the power
of the GOP. “I have great respect for those who have chosen a career in
government. I really do.” Surprisingly, those words come from the mouth
of Governor Scott Walker himself, a flag-bearer of what is destined
to be a national battle for the rights of state workers and their unions.
-Alan Farnsworth

Photos by Emily Stangel

(above) Mr. Rogers can’t ask the governor to sub for him (left) a blindfolded “Forward” statue (above right) Louie Martino offers his recipe for
what’s going on
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Unity and Peace:
Strength in Resilience

Photos by Emily Stangel

We are all aware that in the past two weeks our governor has
made radical moves to abolish public-sector unions and abolish increases
in the payments of these workers toward their benefits. I am strongly
against this bill and view it as an attempt to disband unions rather than to
actually correct a financial crisis. Arguments have been made that leaving
school is not the answer, but both the Senate and Governor Walker
need to understand our disappointment in the fact that our government
has failed us at the very core of its design and they need to feel that
Josh Falkos, Carly Sears, Alan Farnsworth, Caitlyn Slawny, Teague Walsh-Felz, and more
disappointment as sharply as we do.
Though not all would agree with my side, the support that I
have seen for our teachers and those highly unnoticed nurses, child
care workers, and EMT’s have been an incredible and heart-warming
experience. I have attended all but two of the daytime rallies and
in the process of marching, listening, reading, and watching, I have
seen groups of people that never associate within school walls come
together to rally, chant, and above all unite to fight for the rights of the
teachers that they love. I personally have met so many new, friendly, and
determined people in these weeks, all of whom are disgusted by the lack
of democracy associated with the introduction of this bill, and hope that
these bonds, for me and for the people around me, last past this debacle.
In truth, I believe that the unity and peace displayed by those opposed to
the bill is symbolic of what is being threatened, and though the final vote
Kelly Shen and Anupama Bhattacharya
may be drawing near, our faith in one another needs to continue for our
Friday,
from
the
roof
of
the
Overstance to maintain a strong impact.
-Dana Williams ture Center

(above) Friday; 2,500 students
marching from the UW.

(above) Retired teacher, Pat Calchina
with Ms. Burda

When the name of a flower has been banned
online, you know you have a flimsy state

(above) Lucas Cardona (below
left) Mr. Spencer (below right)
Katie Moe

It is common knowledge that the
across China in thirteen
Chinese empire is much weaker than it looks.
locations, including
Yes, it might be a member of the mighty
Beijing, Shanghai,
“BRIC” and its economy might be booming,
and Tianjin. I read the English translation of
yet, one figure is alarming enough to highlight
the letter titled “Open Letter to the National
its greatest weakness: massive amounts of
People’s Congress from the Organizers of the
government cash is spent each year on internal
Chinese Jasmine Rallies” on the Human Rights
security. The Chinese government requires
in China website. The anonymous writer(s)
hundreds of billions of Yuan to police its
wrote:
restless provinces and deal with public unrest.
“Every Chinese person with dreams
Because we only see the skyscrapers of
hopes that China will become prosperous,
Shanghai and not the unwarranted prisons and
rich, and powerful, that the people will not
detention centers, we may overlook the startling have to worry about food and clothing, that
political landscape and disappointing reality of
the government is upright and honest, and that
China; the one that has been in front of our eyes the judiciary is impartial and just. But twenty
all this time.
years have passed [since the 1989 Democracy
With these facts in mind, it is not the
Movement], and what we are witnessing is a
slightest bit surprising that as the world turned
government that grows more corrupt by the day,
its attention to the Egyptian protests in late
government officials who collude with vested
January, China censored the words ‘Egpyt’
interests, and a citizenry that has not benefitted
and ‘Cairo’ online. Officials grew weary and
from the reform, opening up, and economic
understood all too well that the political turmoil development. On the contrary, the people have
in the Middle East could spill over into their
to endure high goods and housing prices, and
borders. Activists around the world, however,
do not have health care, education, or benefits
held their breath, realizing that this was a grand for the elderly. And what about ten years from
opportunity for Chinese citizens to rise up and
now? Will we face a government even more
apply what they learned from the Tiananmen
corrupt? A judicial system even more opaque?
Square Movement of 1989.
Will vested interests give up their vested
Unfortunately, the Chinese citizens’
interest?”1
underwhelming call for a “Jasmine Revolution,”
replicating the success their international
1
“Jasmine Organizers Call for Rallies
counterparts had at Tahrir, fell flat on February
Every Sunday.” Human Rights in China. 22
20, 2011 as police officers dispersed potential
Feb. 2011. Web. http://www.hrichina.org/pubmembers of a planned protest. Just a few days
lic/contents/press?revision_id=192612&item_
later, anonymous Internet users called for
id=192610>.
continued, non-violent protests every Sunday

Kat Bunke chanting along the way
and everyone’s favorite sign with Han
Solo, “I’ve got a bad feeling about this!”
(below) Jenny Percy, Rachel Jefferds,
Logan Kovacs

It is
obvious
that the
Chinese
people are not happy, but one has to wonder:
What is the probability of a prolonged
movement in China? How many people will
take to the streets when there is so much risk of
arrest and coercion?
It may have been disappointing when
the Chinese people’s initial plans failed, but
there are still crowds of onlookers. The rapid
rise of the micro blog in China, especially
over the past year, has drawn attention to
incidences of unrest that otherwise would have
been unknown. While the word ‘jasmine’ may
have been blocked on numerous websites,
anonymous organizers are finding new ways
to stage what may become the largest sets of
protests since Tiananmen.
It is important to ask: Why did
Tiananmen fail when it began with so much
strength and idealism? I think it’s worthwhile
for anyone interested in international politics to
examine the strategical and tactical flaws that
prevented this otherwise great movement from
succeeding. Until then, we can only hope.
-Tenzin Lendey
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Tahrir vs. Madison

Many have come to question the relationship between the
deficit of $137 million for the current fiscal year which ends July 1st.
Egyptian protests of 2011 and the protests of Scott Walker’s bill. Though Furthermore, bill collectors are waiting to collect over $225 million for
these two major events happened in the same couple of months, are we to a prior raid of the Patients’ Compensation Fund. As a plan to recover
say they are just a coincidental set of events, one after another, or is there this debt, Governor Scott Walker has proposed a bill that would strip the
really a connection between the two?
union rights from all state employees, including: public teachers, nurses,
The Egyptian protests were sparked by six attempts of selfcustodians, prison guards, and college professors. In early February,
immolation, the first of them being on January 17 when an unemployed
Walker released his proposal that requires state employees –except for
25-year-old man, by the name of Ahmed Hashem el-Sayed, set himself
police, firefighters and troopers— to pay half the contributions to their
on fire in the Egyptian port city of Alexandria. He died in a hospital
pensions and at least 12% health insurance premiums. The bill also takes
in Cairo the following day. Outraged, thousands of Egyptians began
away most of the negotiating rights, collective bargaining, for union
taking to the streets on January 25, to protest the autocratic government
members.
of President Hosni Mubarak. His presidency, lasting 30 years, was
It is said that the budget repair bill will balance the budget and
characterized by poverty, rampant unemployment and government
create a foundation for a long-term budget that will be sustainable
corruption. Although protests have occurred before, these were the first
without raising taxes and/or invading segregated funds. In addition, this
large-scale protests to be seen in Egypt since the 1970s.
bill will also restructure the state debt, lowering the state’s interest rate
During the rule of former President Gamal Abdel Nasser (in office –saving the state of Wisconsin $165 million. However, compensation of
from 1956-1970), Egypt’s economy was highly centralized; however,
state employees will be reduced by approximately 10% and their ability
it plummeted under the control of Hosni Mubarak. Nearly half of the
to negotiate for their salaries will be minimized. On several accounts,
Egyptian population (estimated to be about 80 million) lives below or
Walker has declined the negotiation of this bill and repeatedly warned
directly at the poverty line set by the United Nations. The unemployment that up to 1,500 state workers could lose their jobs by July if his proposal
rate in 2005 was 34% for those between the ages of 15 to 25, and 16%
isn’t passed. “Hopefully we don’t get to that point,” Walker said (Bauer).
among 25 to 30 year-olds. Furthermore, the unemployment rate was
Despite the organization of union protests, the Wisconsin
much higher for women than men; it was higher in the urban areas than
Assembly passed the budget repair bill early on the morning on February
in the rural ones, and, surprisingly, it was higher among the educated
25. The vote took place after three long and agonizing days of debate
than among the uneducated. Even though food prices are subsidized, they in the Assembly—with 15 Democrats still waiting to speak; the voting
have gradually increased. The value of income, in terms of purchasing
began at 1 am on Friday. The vote now moves to the Wisconsin Senate,
power, is much higher: an estimated $5,680, which has increased 60%
but cannot take place until the Senate Democrats return – all of whom
since 2000. “The population is growing by about 1.8% a year, or nearly
have fled in order to prevent a vote on the bill. Senate Republicans have
1.5 million, but the population of working age is increasing by about
sent out state troopers in search of the Democrats in their homes with the
2.2% a year. This means that hundreds of thousands of young people are
purpose of bringing them back so the vote can proceed; however, none
entering the labor market every year” (Riviln). Many Egyptians could
have been found as of February 26, 2011.
not keep up with the rising prices; therefore, they were not able to afford
Meanwhile, protestors still flood the Capital in order to get their
day-to-day needs.
voices heard. On Saturday, February 20, 2011, the Tea Party came to
The government, responding to the uprisings, shut down the
the capitol in efforts to show their support for Governor Walker’s budget
internet and phone lines in Egypt, making it impossible for people to
repair bill. According to the Madison Police Department, there was
communicate. This only resulted in more outrage from the Egyptian
nothing more than a civil and peaceful debate; furthermore, there were
citizens and it also brought increased national attention to the uprising.
neither arrests nor any injuries.
Police then proceeded to take to the streets, arresting and injuring
So, can we really relate the two issues? That depends. Yes, in
hundreds with batons and tear gas water cannons. Behind closed doors,
both of the situations there is a government, a region, its people, and
bloggers, who were thought to be the ones to start the riots, were taken
an intense battle for rights. Moreover, both situations include massive
from their homes and torched. In order to restore the peace, Mubarak
protests occurring. But do they have anything else in common? That also
addressed the people many times during the course of the protests. On
depends on the person and their beliefs. The Egyptians may have heated
January 28th, Hosni Mubarak announced that he would be forming a new up the world, but the protests happening in Wisconsin would probably
government, although he himself would not step down. Mubarak stated
have occurred with or without the Egyptian Revolution.
that he had asked his current government to resign and he would appoint
-Selma Aly
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term, he would work to ensure a “peaceful transfer of power.” On a giant
TV set up in Tahrir square, protesters watched Mubarak’s
speech and proceeded to boo while waving their shoes over
their heads as a sign of contempt. In addition, many violent
interactions between pro-Mubarak and anti-Mubarak groups
increased and escalated throughout the night and for the rest
of the week.
On the 10th of February, Mubarak addressed Egypt for
the last time, still refusing to step down. He then continued to
say that he would hand over his power to his vice president.
In disbelief and not taking ‘No’ for an answer, protesters
continued to flood the streets demanding that he leave office
and the country; protestors also vowed they would increase in
numbers on Friday.
Finally, on February 11th, a day now known as the
“Friday of Departure”, Mubarak’s vice president, Suleiman,
announced Mubarak’s resignation and that the Supreme
Council of Egyptian Armed Forces would assume leadership
of the country. Two days later, the Armed Forces put an end
to Egypt’s parliament and suspended the Constitution. The
council continued to say that it would hold power for six
months or until elections could be held. Egypt finally received
what they were fighting for after more than two weeks of
protests.
The state of Wisconsin is facing an immediate

